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1. INTR~DUC'TIOX 
Following his studies on the order of known types of simple finite groups, 
E. Artin asked in a letter to R. Brauer: what are the simple finite groups of an 
order o(G) which is divisible by a prime p , .(G)lj3 ? He conjectured that all 
such groups belong to the known (in 1958) types. Artin’s conjecture was 
proved by R. Braucr and W. F. Reynolds in [l]. They showed that only the 
simple groups PSL(2, p) where p ;, 3 and PSL(2, p -~- I), where p i. 3 is a 
Fermat prime, satisfy Artin’s condition. 
In this paper a finite group with a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup P of order p” will 
be called a Cpa-group. In [5] the author classified all perfect Cpa-groups G 
subject to the following two conditions: 
o(G) o(P):’ 
and the Sylow p-subgroups of G constitute a (1’1 j set. Under these conditions 
the above mentioned list of groups is extended to contain SL(2, p), where 
p > 3 is a prime, and PSL(2, 8). 
The object of this paper is to classify all non-p-solvable Cpa-groups G 
subject to the single condition 
o(G) -; o(P):‘. 
As a matter of fact, we will prove the following apparently more general 
result : 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a Cp”-guoup and suppose that 
o(G) .; psa 
and no homomorphic image of G is isomorphic to NG(P)/W, where W is the 
normal complement of P in C,(P). Th en one of the following statements holds. 
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(I) a = 1, G s PSL(2, p), where p > 3 is a prime. 
(II) a I? G z PSL(2, p - l), wherep = 2”” -- I >, 5 is aFermat prime. 
(III) a = 1, G E SL(2, p), where p > 3 is a prime 
(I\:) n ~: 2, p = 3, G g PSL(2, 8). 
(V) 0 = 1, G g PGL(2, p), z>here p > 3 is a prime. 
(\‘I) a -~: 1, G g PSL(2, p) x AZ, where p > 3 is a prime and o(M) :: 2. 
Theorem 1 follows quite easily from the following more special 
THEOREM 2. Let G he a perfect Cpa-group and suppose that 
o(G) < p3a. 
Then one of the following statements holds. 
(I) n = I, G g PSL(2, p), where p > 3 is a prime. 
(II) a = 1, G E PSL(2,p - l), ulherep = 2”’ -{+ 1 > 5 is a Fermatprime. 
(III) a = I, G z SL(2, p), where p > 3 is a prime. 
(IV) a = 2, p == 3, G g PSL(2, 8). 
Theorem 2 follows, in turn, from Theorem 1 in [5] and the following 
reduction theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let G he u perfect Cpa-group and suppose that 
o(G) < psa. 
Then the Sylouj p-subgroups of G constitute a (TI) set. 
Section 2 of this paper deals with some elementary properties of Cpn 
groups which are of independent interest. Theorem 3 is proved in Section 3. 
The final Section 4 contains the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. 
We use the standard notation C,(T), I\~~( T), o( T) and T+, where Tis a subset 
of the group G, to denote respectively: the centralizer, normalizer, number 
of elements and the nonunit elements of I’. We will say that IV,( T)/C,( T) 
acts frobeniusly on T if tP = 0 for 0 E T# and 17 E N,(T) implies that 
7 E C,(T). An element of G is called a p’-element, where p is a prime number, 
if p does not divide its order. The principal character and the commutator 
subgroup of G will be denoted by 1 c and G’ respectively. The i-th commutator 
subgroup of G will be denoted by G (l). Finally, if a and b are integers, then 
(a, h) denotes their greatest common divisor and a ! b means: a divides h. 
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3. CpU-Gnoti~s 
In this section WC will prove some elementary properties of groups 
mentioned in the title. 
PHOPOSITION 2.1. Let G be a Cpn-group. Then: 
Pn G’ = (1) if Xc(P) = C,(P) 
zzz P If N,(P) f C,(P). 
Proof If N(P) -~ C(P), then P n G’ ~~ {Ii by [6, ‘Theorem 6.2.101. 
Otherwise N,(P)/C,(P) acts frobeniusly on P [4, Lemma 2.11 and 
consequently Z(N,(P)) n P = {l>. It follows then, from transfer theorems 
[6, pp. 3933.51, that 
PIP n G’ s P n Z(S,(P)) mL {I; 
and consequently PC G’. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G be a Cp”-gvoup. Then G is p-solzable ij and orlly ij 
G has a homomorphic image which is isomorphic to NJP)/W, where W is the 
uovmal complement of P in C,(P). 
Proof. Suppose first that there exists a normal subgroup 6 of G such that 
G/K z SG(P)/ll’. Since X,(P)/ll 7 is solvable it follows that G is p-solvable. 
If, on the other hand, G is p-solvable, then by Theorem 6.3.3 of [3] 
PC O,,,,(G) II and C,(P) C H. It follows that H : KP, where K u H 
and K n P = (I). Since P is Abelian, C,(P) P x I%’ and consequently 
II’ C,(P) n K. The group H possesses a normal p-complement K which 
implies, by a theorem of Frobenius [3, Theorem 7.4.51, that 
N,(P) = C,(P) - C,(P). 
Since H -3 G, we have 
G = V,(P) H == X,(P) K 
and 
N,(P) n K == V,(P) n K C,(P) n K = W. 
Thus: 
G -N- -v&-7 _.. -~TG(p) 
K = .V,(P) n K I47 
as required. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let 4 = [N,(P) : C,(P)]; then it is well-known that 1 6 q < p - 1 and 
q 1 p - 1 [4, Lemma 2.11. Since G is perfect, P has no normal complement 
in G and consequently q > 1, p > 2. 
It follows from [4, Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.11, taking into account 
the assumption G = G’, that the principal p block B of G contains q non- 
exceptional characters which can be written as follows: 
R,, := 1, R,(o) = 1, R,(l) = 1 
qi = I,..., U) Iqo) = 1, R?(l) = Y,P" + 1 
Sj(i = I,..., c) S,(u) -: -1, S,(l) = S,P” ~ 1 
where c is any element of P#, si , I’$ are positive integers, o(P) = p” and 
u+~zq-]. (1) 
The block B contains also (p” - 1)/q exceptional characters of degree 
x,, = bp” - EOq, where t0 = 5 1 and b is a nonnegative integer. In addition, 
the following relation holds: 
0 = i K(l) - i S,(l) + Eo(bpa - GOq). 
z-0 i=l 
Consequently: 
0 = i yi ~ i si + t,b) p” T u c 1 - v - q 
2-1 r-1 
and in view of (1) we get: 
Since for a = 1 the theorem trivially holds, we will assume from now on 
that a > 2. 
We proceed with 3 lemmas dealing with all the possible arrangements of 
the degrees &(l), i = l,..., u and S,(l), i = I,..., z‘ in B. A subgroup H of G 
will be called a CC-subgroup if H contains the centralizer of each of its nonunit 
elements. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that there exist in B two nonprincipal nonexceptional 
characters Y and Z of degrees yp” + l 1 and zp” + ep respectively, where 
l i = +I, i = 1, 2, andsuch that: 
yp” + 9 f ZP” + Q , yz > 1. (3) 
Then P is a CC-subgroup of G. Consequently, Theorem 3 holds in this case. 
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Proof. Let d = (yp” Jm E, , zppa + l ?); then d 1 (zyp” ~~1, yzp,” -~~ l ~J) 
and consequently n 1 1 y E~C~Z i. As by (3) y ~ ti~z + 0, it follows that 
d 7 y ~ E~E~Z ‘/x where s is an integer. Since 
it foilows that 
(4) 
Suppose that either x :--. 1 or s mu I and the division in (4) is proper. ‘Then: 
p3u ;> o(Gj > 2(yp” ~.- I)(xp” --- I)p”/(y +- 2) 
which yields 
(Y ~ 2) p” ;> 2yzp,” - 2y ~ 2x. 
As p” :,- 8, we have: 
j(y -k z)i4 3-, 2yz 
in contradiction to the assumption yz .‘I 1. 
It follows that 
o(G) : (~lyf’ + tl)(zpn -I- <Jp”,‘d 
and consequently if r’ is the u-share in o(G) of a prime r me p, then either 
I’ i vpa + pi or Y’ j zpp” -1 E,, It follows by [2, Theorem 86.31 that if y E G is 
not a p-element then: 
either Iyy) =: 0 or Z(y) = 0. (5) 
Let o t P* and n be a p’-element of C&a). Then by [4, Proposition 2. I] 
T-(cm) El , %(mr) E2 
and it follows from (5) that GUT is a p element, 7~ : 1. Thus for all 0 t P* we 
have C,(O) : P, as required. The (?“I) property follows immediately. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that the nonprincipal nonexceptional characters of B 
are ull of the same degree yp” + t. l’hen the conclusions of Lemma 3.1 hold. 
Proof. Since either E :- 1, u y ~ 1 or E ~~ 1, 2: : q - I, it follows 
from (2) that 
y(y --- 1) = b, Eli ~-t. 
Thus, 
,x0 ~~ bp” -- Eoq y( yp” --~ E) ~~~ yp” 
yielding (x0 , yp” + l ) = 1 and as x,, , ypyp” E, p” 1 o(G) we get 
(AY - 1) P” i- l Y)(YP” -k l )P” o(G). 
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Suppose that at least one of the following cases holds: (i) y ;- 1; (ii) Q > 2; 
(iii) the above division is proper. Then: 
jP Y o(G) > (2~” - 4)( p” ~~ 1) p” 
which is impossible since p” ,> 6. Therefore none of the cases (i)-(iii) holds 
and consequently 
o(G) = (P” t- ~c)(P” t 4~", q :-: 2. 
Let Y denote the nonexceptional character of B of degree pa + E an’d let X 
be an exceptional character of B of degree ,x,, = p’b + 2~. Since 
(p” + 2~~ p” f c) = I, the arguments used in Lemma 3.1 show that if 0 E P+’ 
and QT is a p’ element of Co(o)“, then either I-(W) == 0 or A(,,-) = 0. 
However, it follows from [4, Proposition 2. I] that 
T’(m) = t and X(m) 1- E(h”(U) + h’*(u)) 
where X is an irreducible character of P and {TV , 7-?j is a set of coset represen- 
tatives of C,(P) in N,(P). Obviously E-(ur) = 0 is impossible and if 
S(W) = 0, then 
P(u) = 4’(o); 
a contradiction to the fact that X71(u) and x7%(0) are p”-th roots of unity 
C’onsequently, if u t P”, then C,( u contains no p’-elements other than 1 and ) 
C,(u) = P. Thus P is a CC-subgroup of G. The (TI) property follows, and 
the proof of Lemma 3.2 is complete. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that u i; 0 and v + 0. Assume also that 
r, = l(i I,..., U) and s, == I(i I,..., z). 
Then the conclusions of Lemma 3.1 hold. 
Proof. The block B contains nonexceptional characters of degrees pa - 1 
and p” -(- 1. Consequently 
(p” - l)(p” + l)p”/2 o(G). 
If o(G) = (p” - I)(p” +- l)pa/2 then P is a CC-subgroup of G by the same 
arguments as used in Lemma 3.1. Thus it suffices to assume that the above 
division relation is proper and to derive a contradiction. 
Since p” > 2 and o(G) < p3a, it follows from our assumptions that 
o(G) = (p” - l)(p” jm 1)~“. 
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AS ri = .~j = 1 for all i and j, Eqs. (I) and (2) yield: 
v = u - E”h 
‘L: .L u z q -- 1. 
Assume first that C(P) m: P. Then 
o(G) ~ qpa(np -Tm I) (p” ~ l)(p” - 1)~” 
(6) 
and consequently q mm1 - l(modp). As q / p - 1, we get q -2 p ~- 1 and 
6 = E,,(v ~ u). Hence, x0 = bp” - E,,Q -: E(,[(z. -- U) p” - (p - I)] and as 
v + u = p - 2, u f v. We also have 
(x0 , p I_ 1) j p ~~ 1 + (z - u). 
Since x0 1 o(G) and (x,, , p”) ~ 1 we get: 
x,, .I [p ~~ 1 -1 (V U)][P ~ 1 ~~ (21 ~~ U)] 
~ (p -- 1)” .- (v --- u)’ < (p ~ 1)‘. 
Therefore, 
pa - (p - I) ,< xg ;, (p - I)?, p” < p(p - 1) 
in contradiction to our assumption that n > 2. 
Thus it remains only to deal with the case w = [C’,(P) : P] .,> 1. Let X be 
the character S, , then by [4, Proposition 2.11 
X(1) --p” ~ 1 and X(u,) = - 1 
for o E P” and n E W, where C =-= C’,(P) ---- P x W. Denote the restriction 
of X to C also by X, then zY is a character of P x IV and therefore for p E P 
and r E W we have: 
where & , i = I,..., r are distinct irreducible characters of W and & , 
i=l ,..., Y are characters of P. Let o E P+, TT E W; as X(0,) == 1, it follows 
from (7) and from the linear independence of the irreducible characters of W, 
that the principal character appears among the & , say $r = lW , and 
41(u) = -- 1, 42(u) = ... _ &(u) L:: 0. 
Suppose that P ;- 1. Then $a vanishes on P# and therefore p” divides +,(I), 
in contradiction to (7) and the fact that X( 1) = pa - 1. Thus r = 1 and 
G4 = T&J) for all p t P, 57 fz W, 
In particular X(V) == &( 1) = X(1) f or all r E W. Let V denote the kernel of 
X, then I’ is a normal subgroup of G and WC V. 
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Let o( c’) = t; as WC I;, t > 2. Obviously P n 1,’ - ( 1 j and G/I- :- 1, 
is a perfect Cpa-group. We also have 
o(L) < pyt 5:: P3”/2. (8) 
It is easy to see that any perfect Cpa-group has to satisfy the assumptions 
of one of the Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, or 3.3. In particular, L satisfies one of them, 
and in addition it satisfies the inequality (8). Thus by Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 
the first part of Lemma 3.3 the Sylow p-subgroups of L satisfy the (TI) 
property. As a > 2, it follows from Theorem 1 in [5] that a = 2, p = 3, and 
L E PSL(2, 8) in contradiction to (8). The proof of Lemma 3.3 is complete. 
A4s mentioned above, G has to satisfy the assumptions of one of the 
Lemmas 3.1,3.2, or 3.3. Consequently, the Sylowp-subgroups of G constitute 
a (TI) set. The proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
We begin with the proof of Theorem 2. It follows from Theorem 3 that the 
Sylow p-subgroups of G constitute a (TI) set. Consequently, by Theorem 1 
of [5] one of the statements (I)-(N) holds. 
The proof of Theorem I is a little bit more complicated. If a 1 1, then by 
Theorem 1* of [5] one of the statements (I), (II), (III), (V), or (VI) hold:s. If G 
is perfect, then by Theorem 2 one of the statements (I)-(I\‘) holds. Thus it 
suffices to assume that a > 2 and G’ f G and to derive a contradiction. 
It follows from Proposition 2.2 that G is not p-solvable. Let G”JL) be the first 
derived group of G satisfying G (I;) = G”, 1’. Suppose first that Gfk) does not 
contain P. Then by Proposition 2.1 there exists an integer i such that 
P C Gfi’, C,(,)(P) = ~:,W(P) and O<i<k. 
Hence by the Burnside Theorem 
G”’ = k’p , K <I Gci’, Kn P := {I;. 
But then 
G [> G’“’ L> K D {I) 
is a normal series, in contradiction to the non-p-solvability of G. (Consequently 
P C G’“). It follows then by Theorem 2 that GtL’) is of one of the types (I)-(W). 
-As a > 2, we must have 
a = 2, P = 3, and GcA’ z PSZ,(2, 8). 
However, o(Gtk)) < o(G)/2 < p3”/2, a contradiction. The proof of Theorem I 
is complete. 
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